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Abstract

This paper reports on the detection of nano-scale chemical variations in photosensitive polymers and biological variations in cancerous

tumor cells that have been accomplished for the first time using scanning thermal probes that we have developed. It also reports on changes

that have been made over older versions of this probe to help achieve these capabilities. The probe is fabricated by a 6-mask surface

micromachining process using polyimide as the structural material. A unique assembly sequence that involves flipping over the probe

accommodates the future integration of circuitry on the same substrate. The probe has measured spring constant 0.082 N/m for a

250 mm � 50 mm � 3 mm probe. It offers a tip diameter of 50 nm. Probes are used to study exposed but undeveloped photoresist latent

images in features of 70 nm, the acid diffusion in chemically amplified photoresist during post exposure bake, and HeLa cells. Lateral spatial

resolution of <50 nm, topographic resolution of <1 nm and thermal resolution of <1.2 mK are demonstrated. Wet scanning capability, which

widens the possibility of biochemical applications, is also demonstrated for the first time. The structure, fabrication, and assembly of the probe

and the interface circuit used for these experiments are described.

# 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Scanning thermal microscopy has been explored for a

number of applications, including high resolution tempera-

ture mapping, topographical mapping, data storage, photo-

thermal absorption spectroscopy, and subsurface imaging

[1–4]. Temperature sensing methods used for scanning

probes have included thermocouples, Schottky diodes, bol-

ometers, and bimorphs [1–12]. A bolometer-type element

which senses temperature by fractional changes in the

electrical resistance provides certain advantages for micro-

calorimetry applications. In particular, this resistor can be

used not only to sense temperature, but to supply heat if

adequate current is passed through it. Since the tip tem-

perature is ultimately influenced by the heat flow between

the tip and the sample, variations in thermal conductance

across the sample can be mapped by this probe. In essence,

the device can be used as a spatially localized microcalori-

meter [8,13].

We are developing ultra compliant thermal probes (with

spring constant <0.1 N/m) for critical applications in ULSI

lithography research. These include, specifically, mapping

the latent image of exposed but undeveloped photoresist

(PR) to measure photo-acid generation and diffusion inde-

pendently from the developing step [14]. Since they offer

sub-surface mapping capability, thermal probes also facil-

itate studies of intra-cellular features in bio-related research.

To fulfill our need for these applications, probes must have a

low spring constant to prevent damaging the soft materials,

and provide spatial resolution <100 nm. In addition, to

permit scanning in aqueous environments, complete elec-

trical insulation is necessary. Wet scans are particularly

challenging because of enhanced parasitic thermal losses,

the need for complete electrical insulation, and the impact of

surface tension on the ultra compliant probes. These require-

ments can not be fulfilled by using the commercially avail-

able wire probe which is made of bent bare wires, and has a

high spring constant (5 N/m), limited spatial resolution, and

no particular isolation [15].

We have previously reported thermocouple or bolometer

probes fabricated by 6- to 7-mask surface micromachining

processes using polyimide as the shank material, and the

application of these probes for temperature mapping, sub-

surface imaging, and the measurement of glass transition

temperature in photoresists [8,9]. This paper reports on

applying these probes to ULSI lithography research,
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particularly for mapping the latent image of exposed but

undeveloped PR to measure photo-acid generation (PAG)

and diffusion independently.1 Wet scanning capability,

which widens the possibility of biochemical applications,

is also demonstrated for the first time. This paper also

describes changes that have been made to older versions

[8,9] of this probe to help achieve these capabilities. In the

following text, Section 2 describes the device structure and

fabrication process, Section 3 describes the measurement

theory, and Section 4 describes experimental results that

have been obtained.

2. Structure and fabrication

The basic structure of the probe is similar to that reported

in [8,9], with a thin film bolometer sandwiched between two

layers of polyimide, forming a cantilever. At one end of the

cantilever the metal thin film protrudes through an opening

in the lower polyimide layer, where it is molded into a

pyramidal tip by a notch that was anisotropically wet-etched

into the substrate. The tip and a portion of the probe shank

are then released from the substrate by etching an underlying

sacrificial layer. The released length is then folded over to

extend past the die edge for clearance and held in place by an

adhesive (Fig. 1). Typical dimensions of the probes after

assembly are 250 mm length, 50 mm width, and 3 mm thick-

ness with Cr/Au (200/2000 Å) for the tip and lead, which

provides bolometer resistance of about 60 O. This flip-over

method for providing the tip clearance exploits the mechan-

ical flexibility of polyimide, and avoids the dissolution of the

substrate material from underneath the tip. The polyimide

shank offers both high mechanical compliance and high

thermal isolation which are important for scanning soft

samples with low thermal conductivity, such as PR and

polymers.

The present manifestation of the probe (Fig. 2) has an

additional thin evaporated film of gold (Cr/Au: 200/5000 Å)

that serves as an AFM mirror and also permits a thermo-

compression bond to hold the probe after the flip-over step,

eliminating the use of epoxy. This method retains the

flatness of the probe and significantly increases yield. The

released probe was manually flipped over, with the two gold

pads (Fig. 2a) held together by using micromanipulators on a

hot plate and slowly increasing hot plate temperature to

170 8C. The bonding strength is strong enough. No probe

shank bounce back, cracking or breakage has been observed

in the many 10s of samples that have been assembled in this

manner. Other materials such as using partially curried

photosensitive polyimide (PI2721TM) or indium were also

evaluated, but all show some drawbacks. The partially

curried polyimide can be attacked by photoresist stripper,

and the indium is attacked by the prolonged HF etching to

release the probe tip. Other self-assembly approaches such

as using surface tension forces [16] and a bimorph for stress

mismatch were also studied, but all fail to retain the flatness

of the flipped-over probe due to its fundamental limitation.

Typical dimensions of the probes after assembly are 250 mm

length, 50 mm width, and 3 mm thickness with Cr/Au (200/

2000 Å) for the tip and lead, which have probe resistance

about 60 O. The probe shank length can be easily adjusted

by moving the location of the gold bond pads.

Another critical process step that has been added permits

reduction of the tip diameter to about 50 nm by oxide sharpen-

ing the tip notch using the phenomena of the non-uniform

Fig. 1. Schematic of the ultracompliant polyimide thermal probe.

Fig. 2. (a) A scanning thermal probe showing the location of mirror and

gold segments for thermocompression bond; (b) a 250 mm long probe

flipped over the die edge and held down with a gold thermocompression

bond.1 Portions of this paper will appear in [12].
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oxide growth [17]. A 4000 Å thick oxide is grown at 950 8C
prior to depositing the sacrificial layer used for releasing the

probe shank from the silicon substrate, which generates a tip

diameter of about 50 nm as shown in Fig. 3.

Since the probe length is only about 300 mm, and the

wafer thickness of a 300 wafer is approximately 500 mm, a

small extrusion at the die edge caused by the curvature of the

dicing blade can block the laser beam (Fig. 4a). To provide a

clear die edge for laser pickup, the probe wafer is bonded to a

dummy wafer using photoresist, with the front side of the

wafer covered by a thin photoresist film to protect the probes

during dicing, and has both wafers diced together as shown

in Fig. 4b. A 300 wafer can generate about one thousand dies

with two probes per die.

For operation in aqueous environments, the bond pads and

bond wires are covered with a thin layer of polyimide

(PI2613TM), leaving the scanning tip as the only exposed

metallic surface (Fig. 5). The polyimide probe provides high

thermal probe shank resistance, low spring constant, and an

integrated tip. These advantages make it suitable to study

soft materials such as chemical amplified photoresist for

deep-UV lithography and HeLa tumor cells.

3. Measurement theory

3.1. Interface circuit

Fig. 6 shows an interface circuit used to sense the probe

resistance change as it scans across the sample surface. It

includes a Wheatstone bridge, two gain stages providing

combined amplification of 104, and a low-pass filter with a

cutoff frequency of 1 kHz to reduce noise. The output

voltage (Vout) is plotted for the thermal image.

When the probe resistance change (DRP) is much smaller

than the probe resistance (RP), as in the case of thermal

Fig. 3. Close-up of the sharpening tip showing the tip diameter is about

50 nm.

Fig. 4. (a) Extrusion at die edge blocks the laser; (b) with two wafers

bonded and diced together to provide a clear die edge after dicing, which

allows laser pickup.

Fig. 5. A mounted scanning thermal probe with the base covered with a

polyimide (PI2613TM) layer to make it suitable for working in aqueous

environments.

Fig. 6. An interface circuit for sensing the probe resistance change.
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conductance contrast mapping, the output voltage change

(DVout) can be expressed as:

DVout ffi 104 � Vs � DRP
R1

ðR1 þ RPÞ2
(1)

where Vs is the voltage applied to the Wheatstone bridge,

and R1 is a resistance of the Wheatstone bridge as shown in

Fig. 6. The supplied power change (DPp) of the probe

resistor due to the probe resistance change (DRP) is:

DPp ffi
V2

p

RP

DRPðR1 � RPÞ
RPðR1 þ RPÞ

� �
(2)

According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the output voltage change

(DVout) is linearly proportional to the supplied power change

(DPp). Since the supplied power change (DPp) is equal to the

conductive heat loss between the tip and sample, which is

proportional to change in the thermal conductance of the

sample, the output voltage change (DVout) represents the

thermal conductance contrast of sample.

The probe tip temperature change (DTP) can be calculated

from the output voltage change (DVout), which is:

DTP ffi DVoutðR1 þ RPÞ2

ð104VsR1RPTCRÞ (3)

The temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) is

3640 ppm/K for Cr/Au (200/2000 Å) thin film. A DVout of

100 mV corresponds to a DTP of 5.657 mK calculated using

the voltage and resistance values shown in Fig. 6. The full

scale DTP is indicated for all thermal scans presented in this

paper. Before a scan, this circuit is adjusted to balance the

Wheatstone bridge with the probe in contact with the sample

by adjusting the control resistor (Rc) to make the resistance

ratio of Rc/R2 equal to RP/R1 so that the output voltage is as

close as possible to 0 V in order to make full use of the

available dynamic range.

3.2. Thermal conductance contrast mapping

When the probe is operated at a constant tip temperature

(TP), and with the sample thickness sufficiently thick com-

pared with the tip diameter, the heat loss (Ps) to the sample

can be expressed as [4]:

Ps ¼
2pksaðTP � T0Þ
1 þ ð2pksaRgÞ

(4)

The heat loss depends on the contact radius a, the ambient

temperature T0, and the tip-sample thermal contact resis-

tance Rg, as well as the sample conductivity ks. Assuming

that the contact area and the tip-sample contact resistance do

not change during a scan, the heat loss is then directly

proportional to the sample thermal conductivity; i.e. for the

image mapped to depend primarily on the sample thermal

conductivity, it is necessary that 2pksaRg ! 1. This require-

ment can be satisfied for a commercially available wire

probe with tip diameter in the range of 1 mm when scanning

samples with low thermal conductivity. For the polyimide

probe, which has tip diameter 	50 nm, this constraint is

satisfied for virtually any case. Note that under this con-

straint the thermal probe can even be used to directly

measure the sample thermal conductivity, since the supplied

power will be directly proportional to it [18,19].

For the case of scanning an ultra-thin photoresist pat-

terned on a silicon wafer with thickness comparable to the

scan tip diameter, the heat transfer (Ps) between the probe tip

and substrate can be modeled as heat flow through a

cylinder:

Ps ¼
ðTP � T0ÞA0ks

H
(5)

where TP is the probe tip temperature, A0 the tip-sample

contact area, ks the thermal conductivity of photoresist, and

H the photoresist thickness. The silicon substrate is a large

heat sink, effectively with a fixed temperature T0. The

thermal conductance image obtained from Vout, which

depends on the heat flow (Ps), contains both topographic

image and thermal conductivity information. To separate the

influence of topographic variation from (Vout), both of the

topographic and thermal images should be obtained simul-

taneously. The topographic image is produced by monitor-

ing the deflection of the probe cantilever as in a conventional

AFM by reflecting a laser beam from a mirror placed on the

end of cantilever.

4. Measurement results

4.1. Spring constant and spatial resolution

The spring constant (k) is calculated by measuring the

thermal fluctuations of the cantilever in the range of 5–

25 kHz with the tip suspended 1 mm away from the sample

surface using a built-in function in the Topometrix system

[20–23]. The spring constant is given by:

k ¼ akbT

Pn

(6)

where a is a correction factor (	0.82), kb the Boltzmann

constant, T the ambient room temperature, and Pn the area of

the power spectrum of the thermal fluctuations of the

cantilever. The measured spring constant is 0.082 N/m for

a 250 mm � 50 mm � 3 mm probe. Since the thermal fluctua-

tions of the cantilever is measured by monitoring the tip

motion using the optical-level method of an AFM, and only

the fundamental mode of the thermal fluctuation of the

cantilever is detected, the correction factor a is 0.82

[22,23]. If all the thermal fluctuation modes are detected,

the value of the correction factor a will be 4/3. Another

measurement is used to verify the linearity of the force-

deflection response of the probe (Fig. 7). The force conver-

sion is determined from the sensor response and the spring

constant.
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Fig. 8 shows the scan results for same photoresist sample

with z-direction feedback. The topographic image which

uses the laser, and the thermal image which uses the resistor

were obtained at the same time. The photoresist pattern is

350 nm thick, with trench of 500 nm wide in 2 mm pitch.

The low spring constant allows scanning soft material such

as photoresist pattern with feature size of 500 nm easily

even without z-direction feedback (Fig. 9). The output

voltage drops as the probe scanned across the higher

thermal conductivity material (silicon), because the heat

loss from the tip to sample increases, which cools down the

tip temperature, and the corresponding probe resistance. It

should be noted that in the absence of feedback control,

topographic variations on the sample surface would cause

variations in the tip-sample contact force which can poten-

tially affect the image.

Fig. 10 shows the topographic and thermal images of

exposed but undeveloped contact hole patterns in Shipley

UV113TM photoresist patterned with critical dimension of

70 nm with 200 nm pitch. The images were obtained with

scan rate of 0.75 mm/s and resolution of 400 lines. The thermal

probe and interface circuit are sensitive enough to detect a

photoresist thickness change only 4 nm, which corresponds to

a tip temperature change as low as 1.13 mK. Comparing the

topographic and thermal images of another photoresist sam-

ple shown in Fig. 11, the scan results clearly indicate the probe

has spatial resolution of <50 nm, which is comparable to the

smallest currently reported. The topographic resolution is

<1 nm.

4.2. Photoresist chemistry

The positive tone chemically amplified photoresist

UV6TM by Shipley, which is suitable for ultra-narrow line-

widths ULSI lithography research, behaves as shown in

Fig. 12 [24,25]. Unlike standard PR and PMMA, a photo-

acid generated by exposure permits catalyzed thermolysis of

the backbone polymer during the post exposure bake (PEB),

which changes the solubility of the exposed regions of the

Fig. 7. The measured cantilever deflection versus the piezo displacement

of a 250mm � 50 mm � 3 mm probe. The cantilever deflection is

represented in current, since it is determined by the photosensor response

(PSPD).

Fig. 8. Topographic (top) and thermal (bottom) images of developed

UV6TM photoresist sample with thickness of 350 nm obtained with z-

direction feedback.

Fig. 9. Thermal image of the same photoresist sample of Fig. 8. No z-

direction feedback.

Fig. 10. Topographic (top) and thermal (bottom) images of exposed but

undeveloped UV113TM photoresist contact holes of 70 nm.
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resist and releases isobutylene. The photoresist thickness

decreases in exposed areas where the released isobutylene is

evaporated during PEB. Topographic variations and thermal

conductance variations due to the thermolysis of the back-

bone are mapped simultaneously by using the thermal probe.

Fig. 13 shows the scan results of a 500 nm thick exposed but

undeveloped UV6TM on a 400 silicon wafer. The sample was

exposed using a Leica Cambridge 10.5 EBMF 30 kVelectron

beam lithography system with charge density of 9 mC/cm2,

and then post exposure baked at 130 8C for 4 min. As dis-

cussed previously, in chemically amplified photoresist, the

photoresist backbone is cleaved during PEB with an accom-

panying loss in free volume due to the releasing of iso-

butylene in the exposed area. The resulting change in

thickness combined with the chemical change causes the

output voltage to drop as shown in the thermal image. The

‘‘v’’ shape profile shown in the exposed area is due to the

dose distribution of the e-beam source [14]. The small

lithography defects shown both on the topographic and

thermal images clearly indicate the high spatial resolution

and sensitivity of thermal probe.

As discussed previously, a post exposure bake is usually

required to activate the catalytic reactions. During PEB, acid

generated by exposure diffuses and can cause pattern size

changes [14,26,27]. It is therefore important to control the

PEB conditions to suppress the acid diffusion for the critical

dimension control of nanofabrication when using chemical

amplification resist systems. Fig. 14 shows the topographic

and thermal line scans of a trench in exposed but undeve-

loped Shipley UV6TM photoresist with different duration of

PEB times. As the duration of the 130 8C PEB increases

from 45 to 360 s, both the topographic height change (Dh)

and DVout increase. However, the most significant change in

Dh occurs in the 45–90 s period, whereas the most signifi-

cant change in DVout occurs in the 180–360 s period. As

noted above, the Dh is due to the release of isobutylene and

depends on the acid concentration and the reaction rate of

photoresist backbone deprotection. The ‘‘v’’ shape profiles

of exposed regions are due to the Gaussian distribution of

the e-beam source of dose profile, and hence, the acid

Fig. 11. Topographic (top) and thermal (bottom) images of partial

developed UV113TM photoresist sample show the thermal probe has

spatial resolution of sub-50 nm.

Fig. 12. The mechanism of chemically amplified photoresist UV6TM. PAG

acid deprotects the backbone during PEB for subsequent dissolution in the

developer.

Fig. 13. Both of topographic and thermal images of exposed but

undeveloped photoresist-UV6TM of 500 nm thick on 400 Si wafer obtained

simultaneously. Sample was exposed by e-beam with charge density of

9 mC/cm2, and then post exposure baked at 130 8C for 4 min.
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concentration [14]. As the PEB time increases, the ‘‘v’’

shape profile widens due to the acid diffusion. However,

since the acid diffusion constant, which depends on the

process conditions [28], is only about of 50 nm2/s for

UV6TM [26], this change is very small (
10 nm) [29],

particularly when compared to the 500 nm width of the

exposed portion. Since the recommended PEB condition for

130 8C is 90 s, the longer PEB times may deplete the

photoresist backbone, minimizing subsequent changes in

topography. In contrast, other chemical changes may lead to

the DVout increase during the 180–360 s period.

4.3. Biological analysis

A eukaryotic cell contains many membrane-limited com-

partments knows as organelles (mitochondrion, lysosome,

etc.) separated by the cytoplasm, and a nucleus bounded by a

double membrane. The organelles have different cellular

functions, and have slightly different thermal conductivity

compared with that of cytoplasm. In addition, the tempera-

tures of some organelles are expected to be different. For

example, the mitochondria are the energy generators of the

cell. Therefore, the temperature at the mitochondria should

be higher. The thermal probes are capable of mapping both

thermal conductance and temperature variations. Since sub-

surface variations in these quantities can be detected while

the topography is being mapped as well, the thermal probes

can potentially be useful tools for studying cellular activity

under different conditions. The low spring constant

(0.082 N/m), the high thermal isolation, and high spatial

resolution (<50 nm) of the polyimide probes are important

assets in this kind of application. Here, we demonstrated the

usage of applying the thermal probe to map the thermal

conductance contrast of fixed HeLa tumor cells, which are

widely used for studying cellular functions [30]. These cells

typically have a diameter of about 30 mm, with a very large

nucleus. The optical, topographic and thermal images of the

nucleus of a HeLa cell fixed to a glass slide while undergoing

Fig. 14. Topographic (left) and thermal (right) line profiles across the exposed photoresist trench with sample of different post exposure bake time. Both of

the topographic height change (Dh) and thermal voltage change (DV) increase as the PEB time increases.
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mitosis are compared in Fig. 15. The optical image was

obtained using transmission microscope (Axiovert 100TV)

with samples in the microscope immersion oil. Since the

topographic variation in such a sample is much larger than

the thermal conductivity difference of the organelles within

it, the thermal image is expected to be similar to the

topography map. The distinctions between these images

are evidence of variations in subsurface conductivity.

4.4. Scanning in aqueous environments

Aqueous scans are particularly challenging because of

enhanced parasitic thermal losses between the probe shank

and substrate, the need for complete electrical insulation,

and the impact of surface tension on the ultra compliant

probes. The probe and mounting platform must be immersed

in the liquid along with the sample to circumvent the surface

tension forces, and to provide a uniform surrounding envir-

onment. The spatial resolution and temperature sensitivity

degrade due to the parasitic thermal liquid conductance

between the probe shank and sample. Since the liquid

(
1 W/m K) has much higher thermal conductivity than

that of air (2:6 � 10�2 W/m K), the heat transfer between

the probe shank and sample substrate can no longer be

neglected.

Fig. 16 presents area and linear thermal scans of metal

lines on a Si substrate in an aqueous environment. The

sample was 5 mm wide thin film chromel (metal A:

300 nm thick), and Ti/Pt (metal B: 20/100 nm thick) pat-

terned on a Si substrate and isolated from it by a 0.75 mm

thick silicon dioxide layer. The variation in metal films is

clearly detectable despite the fact that these scans were

performed without z-axis feedback. This is possible because

of the ultra compliant nature and high thermal isolation

offered by the probe. We believe this is the first scanning

thermal probe that can work in aqueous environment. With

the ability of scanning in aqueous environments, these

probes can potentially facilitate studies of cellular features

and functions of living cells in real time to provide other

information not provided by AFM, such as the temperature

distribution in a cell that is undergoing mitosis.

4.5. Performance analysis

Table 1 shows the current performance of polyimide

thermal probe with the interface circuit. The probe has tip

diameter about 50 nm, and spatial resolution of sub-50 nm

as shown in Figs. 4 and 11 respectively. According to Fig. 14,

the thermal probe can easily detect output voltage changes

Fig. 15. The optical, topographic and thermal images of the nucleus of a

HeLa cell fixed to a glass slide while undergoing mitosis. The optical

image was obtained from transmission microscopy. The topographic and

thermal images obtained from thermal probes are almost identical since the

probe tip heat loss due to topographic change is dominant.

Fig. 16. Area (upper) and line scan (lower) thermal images of metal stripes

on a Si substrate obtained without z-direction feedback with the probe and

sample immersed in water.
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lower than 20 mV. Since interface circuit has voltage gain of

104, this indicates the interface circuit can detect input signal

change lower than 2 mV. Calculated using Eqs. (1) and (3),

this also indicates the interface circuit can sense 0.25 mO
probe resistance change or 1.2 mK temperature change in

the probe temperature.

Comparing the line profiles of topographic and thermal

scan at unexposed area in Fig. 13, it shows the thermal probe

can easy detect photoresist thickness change lower than 1%

(5 variation of 500 nm thick). Since the output voltage is

proportional to the thermal conductance between the tip and

silicon substrate, which is ksA0/H as discussed at Eq. (5), it

implies the thermal probe can also detect thermal conduc-

tance change lower than 1%, which is 1:09 � 10�11 W/K

(1% of ksA0/H) by assuming that the tip-sample contact area

(A0) is 302 p nm2, and the thermal conductivity of photo-

resist (ks) is comparable to that of PMMA (0.193 W/m K)

[2]. By the same argument, the thermal probe can also detect

the thermal conductivity changes lower than 1%, which is

1:93 � 10�3 W/m K.

5. Conclusion

This effort has addressed the development and applica-

tions of a polyimide shank thermal probe fabricated by a 6-

mask surface micromachining. These probes are assembled

with the help of a thermocompression bond between thin

films that greatly improved yield. A modification of the

structure permits operation in aqueous environments. Typi-

cal probe dimensions are 250 mm length, 50 mm width, and

3 mm thickness. The probe is ultra-compliant with a spring

constant of 0.082 N/m, and can be further reduced by

reducing the probe width and thickness. It can be operated

without z-direction feedback, even when scanning soft

materials.

The probe has a lateral spatial resolution of sub-50 nm,

and a topographical resolution of <1 nm. Combined with the

interface circuit, the probe can offer tip temperature resolu-

tion better than 1.2 mK. The probe has been used to scan

exposed but undeveloped photoresist samples, HeLa cells,

and to study the acid diffusion in photoresist during post

exposure bake. A sample scanned with both of probe and

sample immersed in water is also presented. These results

suggest the potential usefulness of the polyimide probe as a

tool for measuring the cellular activity of living cells in

aqueous environments.
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